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ABSTRACT

A proposal for the fast sampling calorimctry with solid argon ac active
medium and the preliminary results from the solid argon Ie6t cell are presented. The
proposed test calorimeter module structure, the signal routing and the mechanical
and cryogenic arrangements are also discussed.

1.EXPECTED PROPERTIES OF THE CAL0R1METRY WITH SOLID ARGON
IONIZATION CHAMBERS

Solid argon calorimetry is expected to have all the advantages of liquid argon
calorimetry, but due to about three times highei- electron drift velocity it will have
a. much faster response. Furthermore, an order of magnitude higher ion mobility
reduces the risk of space charge build-up at high rates. Thus we expect such a
calorimeter to have the following characteristics:

• fast response, close to the time scale of shower propagation
• uniformity of response
• stability of response in time
• radiation hardness
• ease of tailoring lateral and longitudinal segmentation

• ease of calibration
• good energy resolution for both electrons and hndrons
• possibility of tuning the response to electrons relative to that, to hadrous,

thus achieving e/jr *s I over a wide range of energy.

•Jo t>« p u b l i l h M in Procoedingi of th« III Intirni t i onj I ConUrcntc* on
Cilorim.lr, in H i 9 h En.rg, Ph,.!ci, Corpu> Chriili, T...i, 8/29-10/2 1992

Based on detailed cryogenic calculations wid preliminary tests, we have
developed a technique '''2' which allows the formation v! solid argon within the
narrow gaps of a sampling calorimeter, uniformly and without cracks.

The use of solid argon as the sensitive medium in a sampling calorimeter is a
natural extention of the liquid argon based calorimeters which were used in several
colliding beam experiments. The main attractive feature of such calorimeters lies
in the simplicity with which the segmentation into rapidity and azimutlial angle
intervals can be arranged, preserving the hertneticity of the detector end offering a
liigh degree of uniformity of response over the whole detector.

Sampling of the deposited energy along the particle trajectories provides
information all^wing to identify the hadronic, electromagnetic or muon origin of the
shower particles in most of the energy intervals of interest. As measured recently
at D0 |3', electromagnetic and hadronic energy resolutions of about 16%/SE and
<15%/v£ respectively, can be achieved with a liquid argon-uranium calorimeter.
The ratio of response '.o electrons and hadrons in the 1)0 calorimeter is close to
unity in nearly all the energy interval of interest.

Of all detectors the ionization chambers are most resistant to radiation
damage. Their long term performance depends mostly on the purity and stability
of the sensitive medium (e.g. liquid or solid argon). The formation of new isotop»6
which could alter the chemical or physical properties of this medium is marginal even
for the radiation levels expected at the upgraded luminosity of the SSC. Therecent
D0 test beam measurements '4' have phown that liquid argon can be maintained at
high purity level in a large calorimeter over a long period of time. A fortiori, this
is expected to be poss'ble for solid argon.

The ionization electrons produced in the sensitive medium of the drtector
gap along the tracks of the shower particles are nearly instantly {in a time shorter
than 5 nsec) thermalized to energies in the 1 eV range, reaching a "steady state" of
their energy distribution. Under the electric field applied across the gap they drift
toward the positively charged electrode inducing a voltage change of magnitude
proportional to the ionization charge produced by the shower partide6. The electron
drift velocity rises nearly linearly with the electric field a', low fields but it levels od
at the high fields which are commonly U6ed for chamber operation The saturation
value of the electron drift velocity depends on the phase of the medium. The eleclron
drift velocity in the solid argon is by about a factor of three higher than in the liquid
[5]. The reason for this is that the more symmetrically organized stucture of the
solid argon allows the thermalized ionization electrons to move under the electric
field with much less scattering.

The ionizaticn electron drift time through the chaujber gap is not the only
factor determining the time response of the calorimeter. The formation of the
electronic signal, its transfer time to the readout system and the particle shower
propagation time through the calorimeter impose a lower limit on the calorimeter
"dead lime" in the range of 50 nsec. Such a lime scale, however, is nearly an order
of magnitude shorter than the 400 nsec drift time in a typical 2 mm liquid argon
gap used in the calorimeters. Use of solid argon would reduce this time to about
130 nsec in a 2 mm gap. The increased solid argon density (about 15%) allows
one to reduce the gap to 1.7 mm while still maintaining the same signal height,
thus reducing further the electron drift time to some 110 nsec. We believe though
that using the novel technique (described in detail later) of assemblying the readout
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boards and absorber plates will permit for 1 mm gap and so reducing the electron
drift time to less than 65 nsec. The narrowing of the sensitive gap will induce higher
electronic noise due to increased detector capacitance and produce Jess signal per
gap, so much improved front end electronics is required to allow for im;il'jiiieulation
of the fast solid &.rgon ionizatiou detectors.

In order to compare various liquids used in the ionization chambers we shall
assume that the same electronics is used for the readout, so the signal height must
be the same to,comply with the required value of signal to noise ratio. This me ins
that gap widtli changes with medium. We assumed an electric field of 15 kV/cm for
liquid and Bolid argon and 40 kV/cm for warm liquids. The electron and ion drift
times in the required gap width as well as the signal size for a 1mm gap normalized
to SAr are Bhown in Table 1. One can see that none of the liquids can match the
timing and signal height of solid argon.

TABLE 1
Electron and ion drift times in various media and gap widths

detector

medium

SAr

LAr
TMS
TMP

gap

width

[mm]

1.0
1.1
4.7
3.2

electron

drift

time [nsec]

56

220

240

320

ion

drift

time [msec]

0.12
1.67

16

14

signal

for

1 mm gap

1.0

0.9
0.2
0.3

Times are estimated from measured mobilities (assuming an electric field
of 40kV/cm for TMP, TMS,
and lOkV/cm otherwise):

electron mobility in liquid and solid argon from ref.'5',

ion mobility in liquid argon from refj61, in solid argon from ref.'7',

electron mobility in TMP and TMS from ref.1'1,
ion mobility in TMP and TMS estimated,

The slowly moving positi/e ions do not affect formation of the electron
induced signal as long as their density is not high enough to shunt the electric field
and in this way slow down the electron signal or even reduce its height. Particularly
at the high radiation rates expected for the forward regions a possibility of even
temporary space charge buildup is of great concern. The mobility of positive ions in
liquid •'' and solid |a) argon are: 0.002 cm2/(Vsec) and 0.02 cm2/(Vsec), respectively.
The mobility of the positive ions in the warm liquids is unknown but may be
expecteu to be smaller than in liquid argon due to the much larger mass of the
molecule. In solid argon the positively charged molecules do not move, but their
charge is transferred to the electrode by intermolecular hole hopping conduction, a
process which is actually much faster than ion drift in liquid argon.

If, however, a contaminant is present which has a lower ionization potential
than urgon (e.g. some hydrocarbons), then the molecules of this containment wiu
act as traps for holes, and, once ionized, will remain charged for a very long time as
the intennolccular conduction through neighboring argon atoms is very improbable.
Therefore, the presence of contaminants may lead to a build-up of space charge in
the solid argun ionization chamber. If at some point the collected space charge will
be too high for a good detector performance a solid argon medium can be warmed
up and for a brief time turned to liquid phase where the space charged will be
neutralized.

2.FORMATION OF ARGON ICE IN THE READOUT GAFS OF THE
CALORIMETER

In order to ensure uniform formation of argon ice throughout the ionization
chamber gaps, large temperature gradients and overcooling of the argon must be
avoided during the ice growth process. This can be accomplished by exploiting the
high heat conductivity of the absorber plate to allow efficient heat exchange between
the cooling elements and the argon, thus largely avoiding heat transfer through the
solid or liquid argon.

TABLE 2
Thermal properties of selected materials

(at 80 K; solid argon at 25 K)

Element Specific heat Thermal conductivity

[J/(g-K] [Wl{cm-K)\

Al
Fe (SS)
Cu
Pb

u
Ar
G10

0.357
0.21
0.21
0.1S8
0.125
4.2
0.25

0.60*
0.08
5
0.36
0.24
0.01
0.003

*' This value is for a typical alloy, for pure
aluminum the value is 2.5.

The thermal conductivity of the metals commonly used as absorber
materials, in particular that of lead (see Table 2) is much higher than that of argon.
The heat capacity of the lead absorber plates consiitutes a significant fraction of the
heat to be removed in the cooling process. The low thermal conductivity of solid
and liquid argon allows to thermally insulate the module from the oulside woiid, but
within the narrow gaps inside the module argon is expected to ' j l i ify in a. relatively
short time. The liquid nitrogen is the most suitable cooling liquid to freeze argon.
Its pressure, however, must be kept low (about equal to the atmospheric one) to



insure the liquid nitrogen temperature range of (78-SUJK. Such a temperature of
the coolant liquid is just euilicicut to freeze argem but it forbids I.. create lar^e
temperature gradients across the detector module. Under these ruiiditiiuis, we
expect uniform ice growth without cracks. Several tests performed earlier [1| in
the open dewar have verified these expectations. In those tests a continuous, low
pressure liquid nitrogen flow was enforced by gravity through the coil attached to
the absorber plates. In the recent test in a closed dewar we applied basically the
same method, with a slight modification: the portion of the cooling coil attached
to the detector absorber plates was made of about twice larger diameter than the
remaining part of the supply and return line. As a result of this arrangemengt, tiie
liquid nitrogen could accumulate and reside in the lowest part of the cooling coil, and
mostly only warmer, gaseous nitrogen was returning to the exit line. This method
allowed to create a "pool boiling" of the liquid nitrogen supply just next to the
detector. The warming up or even short interruptions of the nitrogen coolant How
did not affect the cooling power produced primarily by the liquid nitrogen resting
inside the coil attached to the dctctor. As this portion of the coil is submerged
in the liquid or partially solid argon, both good insulators, the temperature of the
liquid nitrogen accumulated in the coil remained low enough for extended period of
time to insure formation of good quality argon ice. Some details of the supporting
cryogenic system for the above test are shown in Fig.l.

3.DESIGN AND STUDY OF TUE FAST CHARGE SENSITIVE AMPLIFIER
FOR THE SOLID ARGON IONIZAT1ON CHAMBER

The development of GaAs MESFET transistors has allowed the design of
charge-sensitive amplifiers that operate at cryogenic temperatures. The main
advantage of low-temperature amplifiers is the possibility that they can be
located close to the detector, avoiding the increase of parasitic input capacitance,
microphonic noise and RFI interference. On the other hand, at low temperatures
the amplifier power dissipation must be kept very low in order to avoid additional
heat load on the cooling system if a large number of channels is used. Both, single-
gate or double: gate GaAs MESFET are adequate for this application. Their input
capacitance is very low and they have relatively high transconductance at low bias
currents. Due to power consumption Limitation, a basic circuit configuration for
charge-senBitive amplifiers is just a gain stage and a double buffer to drive the 50
ohms load cable. In a single-jnd circuit, in order to obtain a high gain bandwidth
product, it is adequate to develop gain sUges with both double and triple cascode
transistor loaded with bootstrapped . :cn' sources. In this way, it is possible to
build charge amplifiers with power consumption less than 20 mW and relatively
wide bandwidth.

At present, a te6t iB being conducted '5' whose aim is to measure the
response of the solid argon ionization chamber to beta and alpha particles from
the radioactive source as well as to the cosmic muons using the charge sensitive
amplifiers based on the GaAs MESFET transistors. A simplified diagram of the
experimental arrangement for this test is shown in Fig.2. A stainless steel dewar of
101 capacity is used to house detectors with 0.5 mm, 1 mm and 2 mm gaps. One cell
with 0.5 mm gap is exposed to alpha source and one cell with 1 mm gap is exposed
to beta source. A combination of three or more gaps is used for the cosmic muon

study. The signal and 11V routing for one of the detector arrangement is shown in
Fig.3. Tlic signals from ttic detectors were fed to the charge Ben6Jtivc preamplifiers
located in the liquid argon, about 'I cm above the frozen argon area. The electric
f'elds of up to 40 kV/crn were applied. The typical current draws were less than 10
nA. No discharges or sparks were observed during 5 day testing period.

Due to narrow bandwidth of the charge sensitive preamplifier and its best
sensitivity for signals shorter than 10U ns we did not observe signals from any
detector with liquid argon as medium. As 6oon as the Liquid argon became frozen
the signals were very well observed due to both, the radioactive sources a d the
cosmic muons. An example of the beta signal is shown in Fig.4A, where the high
frequency environmental noise was averaged over time and in Fig.4D, where the
environmental noise picked up with the beta signal is also shown. With the expected
charge collected from the beta source in the 1 mm gap of about U.8-1 fC we est.mate
the averaged noise level to be Jess than 0.3 fC (oigma). The width of the signal is
about 00 nsec. as exuected. More detailed studies of the preamplifier performance
are in progress '''.

4.TI1E STRUCTURE OF TUE PROPOSED TEST CALORIMETER MODULE

The geometrical requirement for the solid argon te6t calorimeter are
somewhat different than those that a f'dl-scale detector would impose. In particular,
for the test we with to Lave a structure which is as uniform as po66ible (to simplify
modelling and simulation, and later comparison with other detectors), and large
enough to contain most of the energy in hadronic showers (to minimize corrections
for leakage). It is not of paramount importance thai excellent energy resolution or
compensation be obtained, so long as we know how to extrapolate from our test
design measurements. Thus we are proposing a uniform homogeneous stack with a
constant absorber plate thickness throughout, which will greatly simplify p.nalysis,
simulation and understanding of the results '"'. In a full scale SSC detector it is
possible that a separate EM section with finer plates would be used to improve
electron energy resolution, but experience with D0 has shown that this introduces
many complications into the process of understanding the calorimeter response.

L-.rgc ionization chamber calorimeters have been constructed with both
uranium (D0 with liquid argon, UA1 with TMP) and lead (SLD with liquid argon)
aB the absorber material. The advantage? of uranium are that it is dense, enabling
a more compact calorimeter, and (Hat it has been shown to allow obtaining equal
response for electrons and hadrons ("e/;r" R: 1). Tlus is important as it determines
the ultimate hadronic resolution achievable and non-compensation gives systematic
errors in energy scale measurements. D0 obtains e/n « 1.03 and UA1 e/7r < 1.05
(both with uranium absorber). Unfortunately there are many problems associated
with uranium: it is expensive to work with because special facilities are required,
it oxidizes easily (causing electrostatic problems), has bad surface quality and
flatness, itnd can not be handled without protective equipment (making calorimeter
assembly cumbersome). The best alternative choice appears to be lead. So far
only limited experience with lead liquid argon calorimeters is available: SLD tested
a 2.8 interaction length lead calorimeter backed by 5 interaction lengths of iron,
and obtained e/7r = 1.2G at 11 GeV. Tests are underway at Brookhaven by the
Liquid Argon Calorimeter Collaboration '10' (SSC Subsystem Research) to compare



the response of a lead liquid argon calorimeter with that of an identical uranium
liquid argon stack. Expectations are '"' that it may be hard to achieve compensation
better than e/n s: 1.3 with a LiAr-Pb calorimeter. It has been shown recently by
the S1CAPO collaboration '"', however, that the relative e/n response of a Si-Pb
calorimeter could be tuned to a value close to 1 by covering the Pb absorber plates
with a layer of low Z material. Adding the low Z material causes "hardening" of
the electrons from the e.m. showers, thereby reducing the detected signal, lu ref
'l0', tbjii {1-5 mm) G10 boards were used as the low Z material. It was found that
up to 50% reduction in electromagnetic response could be achieved with 5 mm G10.
The reduction of the detector response leads also to some degradation of the energy
resolution, but this is a negligible effect since the resolution is dominated by other
factors, e.g. sampling fluctuations.

We shall apply the method described ai. jve to adjust the e/n response ratio
of the proposed SAr-Pb test calorimeter. Covering the Pb absorber with GlO boards
will slightly slow down argon ice formation in the gap but the effect seems to be
negligible.

Based on prediction |sl and the SICAPO results | u | we estimated that in
order to obtain e/ff ~ l.i for the SAr-Pb calorimeter, the lead absorber plates
should be covered with low Z plates constituting about 3% of the Pb absorber
radiation length value. This means that for 8.5 mm (1.5 RL) thick lead plates
one should add 5 mm thick G10 boards on each side of the lead absorber plate to
reduce the electromagnetic response by some 40%. The responses of silicon and
argon based detectors are quite different, so that the extrapolation from silicon to
argon is not straightforward. Consequently, we made MC simulation (OEANT 3.14)
of the electron and hadron shower propagation for ihe assumed above structure of
the test solid argon calorimeter moda'e. Assuming 100 ns signal charge collection
time we obtained about 23%/\/£ resolution for electrons in the range of 25-100
GeV/c and about 100%/Vx? for hadrons in the same energy range. The e/pi ratio
was about 1.13-1.15 in all investigated energy interval.

The test calorimeter will be segmented in 9 non-projective towers, eai.!i of
40 cm cross-section, covering an area of 360 cm . The unit cell (Fig.5) consists
of an 8.5 mm thick Pb absorber plate with 5 mm copper-clad G10 on each side
serving as HV electrode, the 5 mm thick readout board and two 1 mm solid argon
gaps (sequence: 8.5mm Pb, 5mm G10, Cu electrode, irum SAr, 5mm GlO read-out
board, lmm SAr, Cu electrode, 5mm GlO). The absorber plate (Sratn G10, 8.5mm
Pb, 5mm GlO) corresponds tu about 1.6 radiation lengths and 0.052 interaction
lengths. The readout board is a composite of two 2.5 mm GlO boards. The readout
copper pads from each half of the board face the argon gap while the signals from
each pad are carried out using traces on the inner surface of each board. We expect
these traces to add about 20-40 pF to the input capacitance of the preamplifier. We
shall explore also an application of e.g. coaxial cable (instead of traces) in longer '
readout boards to reduce the input capacitance. These cables would be embedded
in grooves made on the inner side of each 2.5 mm GlO board. If necessary, a Faraday
shield (perforated copper foil) could be fastened to the Pb absorber plates in order
to minimize the electronic noise.

In this arrangement the absorber plates are placed on ground potential while
the GlO beards attached to them are copper (or resistive coating) 1 iinated and

used as the high voltage electrodes. The Liquid nitrogen cooling segmenis are
attached to the Pb absorber plates. The ground connection of the cooling lubes
it frequently broken with GlO "fittings" to avoid ground loops through the cooling
system.

The solid argon gap was chosen at 1 mm in order to achieve an ionijation
electron mean drift time in the range of 00 nsec. A typical total capacitance of the
gap would be less than about 200 pF.

The overall size of the main test calorimeter will be 30 radiation length deep
(50 cm, or 19 unit cells) and 20 cm x 20 cm in cross section. This is not sufficient
for full containment of showers at the level required at the SSC (where up to 14
interaction length") ra*y be needed) but is adequate to test calorimeter response to
electromagnetic showers up to 150 GeV.

5.TUE MECHANICAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE TEST CALORJMETR
MODULE

All three GlO boards (one R/O and two UV) aio assembled together as a
unit cell and slid down between the lead absorber plates which are independently
supported and held together. This novel technique of installing the readout cells
in the sampling calorimeter allows us to preserve high uniformity of the argon gap
and consequently to use very narrow gaps if required. In thia way the readout cells
are practically detached from mechanical and thermal strespeB associated with the
large mass of the absorber plates.

The criteria for the SAr-Pb calorimeter module design can be divided into
two major areas of concern. The first involves the structural aspects of supporting
and handling the Pb absorber plates and the second one must consider thermal
effects on the support structure. A clear understanding of these criteria is important
to produce a correct design solutions.

The poor mechanical properties of Pb make the support of the absorber
plates of primary importance. The module design should not utilize the Pb absorber
plates to carry any loads except that of each individual plate's own weight. Each
plate's weight should not be supported by the lower edge of the plate to avoid
buckling of the thin and soft Pb sheet. Any attempt to compress the detector's
Pb layers into a pre-loaded stack should not compress any local area past the yield
point of the Pb. Shipping and handling of the Pb absorber plates should be done in
a method to preserve the flatness and uniform thickness of the plates. Finally, any
design solution should incorporate assembly methods to safeguard the flat condition
of the Pb plates.

Varying coefficients of thermal expansion and the cryogenic cooling needed
to create solid argon in the detector gaps places serious requirements on the support
structure of the module. The coefficient of thermal expansion of Pb is approximately
twice that of stainless steel and three times that of G-10 composite material. This
difference suggests that any design solution should incorporate methods of support
that allow deflections of the various parts while maintaining a known or predictable
alignment. The formation of solid argon in the detector gaps requires the use of
the Pb plates as "cooling fins". Therefore, the final design of the module should
ensure that all areas of the absorber plates throughout the detector would have
good thermal contact with the cooling syEtem.



For this preliminary design, individual modules are constructed by hanging
T-shaped Pb absorber plates (8.5 mm thick) from two stainless stee! support rails
(see Fig.6). The Pb plates for a module are pin.led at one rail connection and allowed
to slide at the other connection (using solid lubrication such ;is 1'TKK). The stainless
steel rails for a module span the length of tin; jiimlule and .'tre supported by two
stainless steel end plates and two stainless steel intermediate plates. These stainless
steel plates (2.54 cm thick) carry the weight load of the Pb absorber plates but not
the moment loading (simply supported rails). The weight leading is transferred
through the stainless steel plate6 to the stainless steel support plates of the module
below or, if the module is on the bottom row of the detector, the cryostat support
structure.

The G-10 read-out boards (5.0 mm thick) are supported at their bottom
corners by two stainless steel support angles . These angles run the length of the
module and are also supported by the stainless steel end plates and intermediate
plates. Both the stainless steel support angles and rails incorporate tapered slots
to align the Pb plates and the G-10 boards. G-10 spacer buttons may also be
attached to the boards to ensure gap consistency (1.0 mm thick) throughout the
module. This module design satisfies the criteria described earner and has several
advantageous features. The Pb plates are hung from the support rails to avoid
buckling under their own weight. Edge loading of the Pb plates can be avoided by
sizing the end and intermediate steel plates so that there is a slight gap (0.25mm)
between Pb plates of neighboring modules. Preliminary calculations show that for
the largest predicted module (92cm x 184cm read-out area) a support rail cross-
section of 2.54cm x 20.32cm (1" x 8") is adequate to limit deflection of the rail
to under 0.2mm (0.008"). The angular deflection of the support rail at the simple
support connections to the support plates is also shown to be low (5.84T0 rarl), so
no special efforts must be made to ensure a pin type connection (bolted joint 6hould
slip or plastically deform a small amount < 0.05 mm). Bud and intermediate plntes
2.54cm thick are shown to fall within the limits of stability for buckling for the
total load of the detector on a bottom module. If additional stiffening is required,
stiffening flanges can easily be added to the end plates. Calculations also show that
a stainless steel support angle cross-section of 5.U8cm x 5.08cin x 1.27cm thick (2"
x 2" x 1/2" thick) is adequate to limit the deflection of the support angle to under
0.2mm (0.U08") from the load of the G-10 read-out boards.

From a thermal deflection standpoint, this type of module design is ideal.
By holding the inner edges (closest to the center of the entire detector) of the Pb
plates and G-10 boards fixed aud letting the outer edges slide with respect to the
stainless steel module structure, alignment of the boards and plates relative to each
other can be accurately predicted. Similarly, by holding the inner edges of the
modules fixed, alignment from module to module can be maintained. Because the
absorber plates and G-10 R/O boards are aligned in the longitudinal direction by
slots in the stainless steel support rails and angles and not by stacking and pre-
loading the assembly, thermal deflection problems between materials in the cell
are overcome. Calculations show that the nominal gap at room temperature only
changes by 0.005mm (0.34%) at folid argon temperatures. "Loosening" of a slot in
the stainless steel rail i-round the thickness of a Pb plate is shown to be negligible
when compared to the maclu'ning tolerances of the slots (±0.025 mm). Therefore
the precise location of ail G-10 read-out boards and Pb absorber plate6 should be

highly predictable after cooldown, limited only by the machining tolerances of the
stainless steel support structure.

6.THE CRYOGENIC SYSTEM OF THE TEST CALORIMETER MODULE

The cryogenic system for the test calorimeter module is based on the
same principles as the one for the test cell. A schematic arrangement of the
test calorimeter module cryogenic system is shown in Fig.7. It is made of two
independently operating Liquid nitrogen circuits, one of which serves to cool down
the module to liquid argon temperature and maintain the Liquid argon in the
cryostat while the purpose of the second circuit is to freeze the liquid argon w the
read-out cells of the calorimeter. The first circuit is a standard system as it has been
used in a number of liquid argon calorimeters. The argon vapor pressure iniidr the
cryostat regulates the liquid nitrogen flow through the argon condensing coil located
at the top of the cryostat. In this way the speed of the module cooling as well as
the liquid argon level can be precisely controlled. As described earlier the operation
of the second cooling system is entirely different. The liquid nitrogen carrying
tubes of thJ6 circuit are at a few places in thermal contact with every absorber
plate of the calorimeter. Once the calorimeter has been cooled down to liquid
argon temperature (88 K), the Liquid nitrogen flow in the second circuit is Etarted,
whereby heat 16 transferred from the absorber plates to the colder (78 K) Liquid
nitrogen and carried outside of the cryostat. This heat transfer leads to heat flow in
the absorber plates both parallel ("longitudinal") and perpendicular ("transverse")
to the plane of their largest extension. The heat tranefer in the longitudinal direction
distributes heat to all parta of the absorber plate, while transfer in the transverse
direction provides heat exchange with the read-out gap anil allows to freeze argon
there. The fact that the argon gap is separated from the absorber plate by a (J10
board has only a minor effect on the argon freezing time in the gap. Solid argon will
be formed between the layers of G-10 and absorber plates of the detector assembly
by cooling the side edges of every absorber plate with six (three per side) tubes with
liquid nitrogen. At the bottom of the absorber plates the flow path is restricted to
trap the cooled liquid argon between the layers. The top of tne detector as.,zmbly
will be left open.

Initially,when the cooling is started, a narrow layer of 6olid argon will form
along the side edges of the lead plates. Since Liquid argon contracts as it cools,
thermally induced convection between the layers will help nol the interior of the
detector assembly down to the argon freezing temperature. The coldest liquid argon
will accumulate at the lowest possible point. Solid argon will form most rapidly near
the bottom and tend to grow upwards. Argon contracts further when it freezes and
warmer liquid argon can enter at the top of the assembly, to compensate for the
reduced volume and prevent the formation of porosity and voidc in the solid argon.

The horizontal (or nearly so) cooling tubes will not be subject to significant
stresses due to the different rates of contraction of e.g. lead and stainless steel with
temperature. We have considered using vertical cooling tubes attached to each side
of each absorber plate but this would require dealing with potentially severe thermal
stress problems. In addition there would need to be a large number of vertical tubes
instead of a few horizontal ones.

Three basic schemes, pool boiling, forced convection with a pump and
forced convection using dewar pressure, were considered for providing cooling to



the detector assembly. Each scheme has it. advantages and disadvantages. For
the teat moduie we have chosen the "pool boiling" of liquid nitrogen inside of the

in'hned ^ e3»8 ' r a U a rf '° " ^ f " * ? ! " MCtion % T h e tubeS W ° u l d b<= « t t
of th« l,,V T ° a * h ,lea*tbh L i ^ u i d nitrogen would enter the bottom

a ^ e e L t ' * 7 ^ . °CCUr ' T ^ a m ° r e ' h a n a d e q U a ' e heat transfer rate if
a large traction of the internal surface area of cooling tubes ia wetted. The pool
boding scheme would be simple, reliable, use a minimum amount of liquid nitrogen
and the coolmg tubes kept at a uniform temperature that is easily controlled by
adjusting the pressure. Preliminary calculations and tests are very encouraging but
he analys.s of the pressure drop, flow rates and. flow regimes inside of the cooling

tubes for large calorimeter module is not straight forward and more studies as weU
as practical testa are neded.

We are greatly indebted to Jim Hoover, Michael Me Keena and James Peifer
for costruction and operation of the solid argon test cell. We have benefitted from
discussions with David Anderson, MuaafTer Atac, Roger Dixon, Peter Garbincius
Joe Lannutti and Stephen Pordes and would like to thank for their support
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Fig.4 The observed beta signal in 1 mra solid argon (80 K) detector gap:

A. Iligh frequency environmental noise averaged over time,

B. Typical effect of the environmental noise on signal from the beta source.
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Fig.5 The unit SAr-Pb-GlO calorimeter cell and signal routing.
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bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply ils endorsement, recom-
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United States Government or any agency thereof.
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Fig.2 A typical arrangement of the solid argon ionization detectors. The cells are
placed between the copper plates which are attached to the liquid nitrogen
cooling coil. The alpha and beta sources (not shown in this figure) were
placed on the "ground" electrodes. The blocking capacitors and preamplifiers
were put inside tlu Faraday cage and located above the highest copper plate.
Some of the temperature sensors are also shown in this figure. The whole
assembly wag put inside the 310 and/or "Robaceu"1 box open at the top
only. The insulator walla forbid argon ice formation outside the box and also
diminished the heat lealc to the outside world. The figure is not to scale.
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Fig.3 The signal and UV routing for one of the solid aigon detectors.
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